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Abstract 

The upper limit of the cross section for elastic chart5e exchange proton-neutron scattering 
has been found to be 69:e~ 0.46 !:. O.t5 mb at R.S '3eV by using the emulsions. 

According to the statistical theory the cross section for chart5e exchange (It -n)scattering 
must be small at hit5h energies (as well as the cross section for any possi1Jle inelastic 
channel in nucleon interaction ): 0~ Z 2.to·4 Ojn,. at an energy of tO 13eVIll, tJ'iit is 
the cross section for all inelastic processes. llo~¥ever, it is not excluded, that the charge 
exchant5e is somehow distinguished out of all other channels. Another reason which accounts for 
the interest in the chart5e exchant5e scatterin/5 is that the ratio ~~(}~ ( tf'it is the elastic 
scattering cross section ) depends, in the framework of the isotopic invariance, on the contri
bution of the one-meson interaction scheme to elastic nucleon-nucleon scattering. So, if elastic 
( ~ ,(") scatterin/5 takes place only due to the one meson interaction, then the above said 
ratio is equal to 4. 

ln this paper an attempt is made to estimate the upper limit of the charge exchange cross 
section in proton scattering on the neutrons bound in the emulsion nuclei at a proton energy 
of 8.5 '3eV. 

Experi'llental Arrangement and Results 

An emulsion stack 10 x 10 x 2 cm3 has been irradiated bya 8.5 BeV proton beam. The beam was dira:::
ted perpendicular to the emulsion pellicles. The advantage of this method for observing the events of type of 
elastic ( jlt-/J.) scattering and the .charge exchange Jt .,. Jl, _, 1J, t )v was described in/2/, 
The emulsion was area-scanned. All the two-prong and one-prong stars having a black and grey ray were se

lected for the processing. ( This corresponds to the proton energy up to.Y300 MeV). Among the two-prong 

stars there were elastic proton scatterings on hydrogen and quasi-elastic (fl.-ftl scatterings, i.e., scat
terings of protons on protons bound in the emulsion nuclei. Among the one-prong stars there must be charge 
exchange reactions ·~ rlt _.. 1J, t jZ- (if such a reaction occurs)*. 

If the number of quasi-free protons and neutrons is the same, then the charge exchange cross section is 

0~ = #~ Q·l 
. ,/ ~JI, II" -;v) 

( 1 ) 

/ is the number of the corresponding events distinguished after the processing, ,{ is the relative 
recording efficiency of two - and one - prong stars, This value will be o.verestimated, or underestimated de

pending upon the criteria according to which the charge exchange events and quasi-elastic scatterings were 

selected. 

* This reaction may be aleo oonsldered as elastlo proton-neutron scattering In the backward direction In 'the c.m.s, 
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The selection criteria were the following. 

1. The identification of the charge exchange events : a) all the stars without the recoil nucleus were 

selected; b) the prong in the one-prong star is considered to be the recoil proton generated after the charge 

exchange of a neutron. Here the emission angle and the momentum of the recoil proton will be con

nected. If the binding energy of neutrons in a nucleus and their distribution by the momenta is known, on 

the plane angle-momentum it is possible to con'struct a region whi~h the points corresponding to the charge 

exchange reaction hit. The density of the points outside this region· is a characteristic of the background. 

r 
2. The identification of quasi-elastic (jt-jt) scatterings . 

This is reduced to the calculation ( for the two-prong stars without the recoil nuc.feus and the j3- de

cay electron) of the momentum of the target-proton, i.e., the proton bound in a nucleus. This momentum is 

calculated as a difference of the observed momeJ].tum of the recoil proton and the transferred momentum. The 

magnitude of the first momentum is measured by its path (range) (or the ionization) in the emulsion, the 

magnitude of the second one - by the scattering angle of the primary proton. This angle is measured with an 

accuracy of 0.2°. Then the distribution of the number of events by the momentum of the target proton is plot'

ted ~f.i jt-} where jt is the calculated momentum of the target proton, !fn{" is the number of 

events witli the given jt- . · v'l-

TI\fs function has a vivid maximum in the neighbourhood of the point jL =I) which corresponds t~ 
the quasi-elastic (jt -jt ) scattering (Fig. 1). The width of the maximum consists of the magnitude of 

the mean momentum of the target proton inside the nucleus and of the inaccuracy in the measurements. The 

value of the function .~ for large jt- char?cterizes the background. Inour case it was found to be 

.v 10%. To estimate the background we tried to identify the 'quasi-elastic events' of three-prong stars, 

neglecting, at the same time, one of the prongs. It turned out, that the probability of identifying the 'quasi

elastic events' from a three-prong star is 10 times less than from the two-prong one. This shows that the 

quasi-elastic events can be identified suficiently reliably in the above-mentioned way. 

One can see from what has been said that the two-prong stars are subject to more strict selection cri

teria than the one-prong ones. Therefore, expression (1) yields the upper limit for the charge exchange 

cross section. We have obtained Oiac~ 0.46 :!; 0.15* mb. 

The statistical material on the basis of which this value has been obtained was as follows. 8.1 cm3 

of emulsion has been scanned. 1859 two-prong stars have been recorded, out of which 466 quasi-elastic 

(It -;)scatterings have been identified. As for one-prong stars, their number was fo}lnd to be 55. After the 

* The error Indicated Is a statlstloal ·'one. An essential assumption we have made should be emphasized: 
the transferred momentum during charge exchange Is not much less than the transferred momentum In elastic scattering. 
It It Is not so, then on the bound neutron the charge exchange cannot be observed at all. 
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processing there remained 20. The scanning efficiency for the two-prong stars was "'92%, and for the one

prong stars ,...75%. It was found by the results of the secondary scanning of all the area (two-fold scann-

ing). The cross section of tJ;I::;8
1
7 mb has been taken from/2/. ' 

Conclusions 

0~ 
l. The ratio is 5fj .(. 0.07. This implies that the contribution of the one-meson scattering to 

the cross section for the elastic nucleon interaction does' nqt exceed 2%.* 

2. Under som~ assumptions one can succ~ed in estimating the ~aximum difference in the total cross 

sections for (jt- -jt) and (ji.:.n.) interactions .. Ab/' = ~ -~. Indeed, according to 

the isotopic invariance there is a relationship between the amplitudes of the corresponding elastic proces-

ses 

-The indices '3' and '0' designate that this relationship holds for the triplet and singlet nucleon states 

(here we speak about ordinary spin ). By using the relations 

. 
I 

we get 

(~) 

{J) IP} 
Here 0 ~ f IJ) 1 Oe;e / P} are the differential charge exchange cross sections at 0° in the triplet 

and singlet nucleon states. These cross sections are connected with the cross section Ue'lt {0} measured by 
3 ,.. (3.) I ~ (OJ ) 

means :Jf an unpolarized target and of an unpolarized beam i.e. r ~ .e.x ( 0) .,. ij \) l. )C ( 0): 0 e.;< ( 0 . 
. { J-

Therefore, the expression in the square bracket. of formula (2) assumes the maximum vcdue '{£. (oJ, when 

().(;~>(e): Ue/')(oj. and the minimu~ valuet ~~f. (olwhen().e~ (o); 0 Thus, the measurem!~t of6f-4'b 

and of the differential charge exchange cross section at 0° yields some information about the spin interaction. 

Since the data on the value G e ~ ( 0) are not available we have to make use of a simoler formula 

Jtpi ~ lt!i k~ J D'~ 

We do not take into account a pos~tble interrerencf" of the one-meson and many-mef.:on interactions. 

(3) 

.. 
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{ tJ R/ ( 0) is the differential cross section for elastic ( jt -jt ) scattering at Q0 ) which is valid un
der the folJowing assumptions : a) the cross sections are independent of the spin nucleon state; b) the 

differential cross sections for elastic ( ft -jt ) scattering and charge exchange ( jL -~) scattering are 

alike. According to the data of/2/, o'eJ (q} ~ 160 mb/ster. Therefore tJ.t,t ~ 11 mb. If the amplitude of 

elastic ( jt -jv )- scattering is assumed to be purely imaginary, then ( 3 ) takes on the form 

( 4 ) 

From ( 4 ) follows A/,(~ 9 mb, what does not ~~ntradict the available experimental data/3/, 

3) The obtained limit for the charge exchange cross section is too high to check the prediction of the 
statistical theory. 

4) Evidently, that the estii?ate of the charge exchange cross section may serve as an estimate for elas
tic (~-If,) scattering in the backward direction in the c.m.s. 

The authors are grateful to M.I. Podgoretsky, V.G. Grishin and V.N. Streltzov for advice and 
discussions. 

\ 
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Fig. 1. 

Distribution of the two-prong stars, having neither the recoil nucleus, nor the electron of the 
.JI- decay, by the momenta of the target proton. 
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